Title: Basic Neuroscience of Compulsive and Impulsive Disorders

**Abstract**

Impulsivity and compulsivity are behavioural constructs hypothetically underlying a range of impulsive-compulsive disorders, including ADHD, drug addiction and OCD. These constructs may represent dimensional neurobehavioural endophenotypes, analogous to the NIMH Research Domain Criteria of proposed relevance to neuropsychiatric research and drug discovery.

Impulsivity is the tendency to act prematurely without foresight. Behavioral and basic neurobiological analysis of this construct, with evidence from both animal and human studies, defines several dissociable forms, including 'waiting' and 'stopping' impulsivity, depending on distinct fronto-striatal substrates; a medial prefrontal-accumbens system controls 'waiting' impulsivity in the context of reward, and a lateral orbitofrontal-dorsomedial striatal system in rats controls a 'stopping' form of impulsivity involving inhibitory response conrol. Impulsivity can arise from exposure to drugs of abuse but may also contribute to the tendency to compulsive drug-taking, both in rodents and in human stimulant drug abusers. Hypothetically, this corresponds to a shift in control from goal-directed to more habitual behaviour, paralleled by shifts in fronto-striatal functional 'loops'.

Compulsivity, the maladaptive repetition of behaviour, can be postulated on the basis of heterogeneity in reversal learning in rats, some animals exhibiting excessive perseveration. This form of cognitive flexibility depends on serotonergic mechanisms of the orbitofrontal cortex and striatum in rodents, monkeys and, hypothetically, humans, including those with OCD or exhibiting compulsive cocaine seeking behaviour. I will review evidence of a similar imbalance of control from goal-directed to habitual behaviour in OCD to what may occur in addiction. I will also survey common psychopharmacological treatments for impulsivity and compulsivity, possibly relevant to the treatment of other psychiatric or neurological disorders.
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